
FVC MESH FORT COLLINS LAUNCHES ITS
VENTURE COMMUNITY VISION
Innovation Hub Provides Comprehensive
Support to Members, Offers Introductory
Rates, Provides Space During Fourth
Annual Startup Week

FORT COLLINS, COLORADO, USA,
February 20, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
FVC Mesh Fort Collins, the region’s newly
established hub for startups and innovative
companies announced today that it will offer
its introductory discounted rates through
Friday March 3, the final day of Fort Collins
Startup Week. Located at 242 Linden
Street, FVC Mesh will participate in the
fourth annual startup event, providing
space for speakers, hosting an Open
House Happy Hour on Wednesday, March
1, and offering one free co-working day on
Friday, March 3. Introductory discounts on
seats, desks and suites are ideal for those
who seek a workspace and a stake in a
community that provides a comprehensive,
interconnected network of resources. The
long-term vision of FVC Mesh is to weave
area entrepreneurs into the network of local and international mentors and investors, as well as
corporate partners. 

FVC Mesh Fort Collins is a
co-working space – but we
provide much more than
space to members. FVC
Mesh is the place for the
community to gather and stay
connected”

Denichiro "Denny" Otsuga

“FVC Mesh Fort Collins is a co-working space – but we
provide much more than space to members. FVC Mesh is the
place for the community to gather and stay connected,” said
Denichiro “Denny” Otsuga, CEO of FVC Mesh Fort Collins.
“We bring a broad network of resources to all our members.
We connect them to individuals and services that can help
grow their businesses, including access to capital, educational
programs, mentors, even talent-for-hire.  Recently, two
companies who have outgrown their suite space here decided
to keep a membership - so they can stay connected to the
FVC Mesh community.” 

When Community Funded co-founder McCabe Callahan realized his team had outgrown FVC Mesh,
he made the strategic decision to move to a larger office in Old Town. Community Funded received
investment from FVC Americas (parent company of FVC Mesh), which launched the company into its
next phase of growth. “The resources available to us through FVC Mesh Fort Collins and FVCA are

http://www.einpresswire.com


invaluable.  Not only does FVC Mesh
provide us with large, class A conference
rooms for our board meetings, it helps us
stay connected to inspiring
entrepreneurs, educational resources
and mentors.”

Turbo Tenant is another business that
has decided to maintain a membership at
FVC Mesh after moving to a new location
in Old Town - and for the same reasons.
They want to continue building the
relationships they have built to date, and
grow with the help of the resources Mesh
Fort Collins provides.  These success
stories help current members who work
at 242 Linden not only envision a similar
path for their businesses, but stay
connected to them as members.

“We were thrilled to be invited as an
inaugural member at FVC Mesh.  We
have a vision to grow physically and to remain a member for a long time to come,” said Eric Leftwich,
CRO at jobZology®.  “Based on the Mesh team, their portfolio of services, the connections and fun
we have here, Mesh is quickly becoming the nucleus of an exciting innovation atmosphere here in
Fort Collins.”

The concept of moving on to larger offices but retaining a seat speaks to what Mesh offers,” said
Jessica Rawley, Campus Director for FVC Mesh Fort Collins. “Of course we want companies to grow
and go – to grow beyond our suites but remain part of our community. Mesh’s ability to help
companies continues when they outgrow the co-working space.”

Introductory Rates at FVC Mesh Fort Collins apply to seats, desks and suites. Members gain access
to a network of resources that include comprehensive educational courses, regular community events
and access to capital.  The on-site amenities include a full kitchen, office equipment, lockers,
conference rooms, private workspaces, showers and even a mindfulness room for individuals who just
want to unplug. Membership for seats and desks are month to month, but those who make a multiple
month commitment will receive a discounted rate.  Suites vary in size and range in capacity from 6 to
14 individuals. Discount pricing on suites is available to members who secure 6 or 12 month
commitments. 

About FVC Mesh: 
FVC Mesh is the first regional venture community of its kind in the United States.  With a focus on
building a truly unique community, FVC Mesh Fort Collins provides startups and innovative
companies with an unprecedented and diverse array of resources to foster their growth. Resources
include co-working space, access to capital, a community of mentors and relevant educational
programming.  A subsidiary of FVC Americas, FVC Mesh is headquartered in Fort Collins, Colorado
at 242 Linden Street. Current members include Jalapeno Inventive, BWW Media Group, OTL
Ventures, Northe Company, LLC at Roam, Compass High School, Process Technology INC, Create
Places, Microtick, Satelite Guru, Arete Inspired, Site Development Solutions, Variant Studios, The
Law Offices of Brian D. Gonzales, PLLC, JobZology®, Youth Lab Colorado, and Jive Software. To
learn more, visit www.facebook.com/MeshFC.
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